Péter Juhász & Ágnes Szuda
for Presidents
We are running jointly for presidents, becasue leading the Society together would combine and
strengthen our presidential potentials. Through our work in CUHS this year, we gained valuable
skills and experience which makes us suitable for Presidents. We hope we earned your trust and
sympathy and we can continue building an inclusive and prosperous society together.
I am Peti, a 2nd
year NatSci at
Trinity. As the
current
Junior
Treasurer I gained
experience
in
handling money,
keeping precise
and transparent
accounts and making sure everything is
carried out in a timely manner. I also dealt
with lots of external affairs: I organised the
year-opening events at the Hungarian and
British Embassies, and represented the
Society in communications which resulted in
improved relations with the Embassy. With
this knowledge I would act upon the external
part of the presidential affairs.

As presidents we would:

I am Ági, a 2nd year
Geographer at Catz.
As the current
CUHS
Events
Officer I earned
experience in various aspects of
running the society by organising big
events like the Garden Party, Freshers’ Camp,
Farsang and the Initiations. I also established
contacts with academics by organizing the
talk series ‘Academic Careers in Cambridge'
and represented the society to external
bodies on formal meetings. My role showed
me how to build an inclusive, cooperative
and cohesive society, therefore I could
successfully handle the internal duties of the
presidential affairs.

 Build a closer relationship with other
Hungarian Societies: swaps to London
and O*ford

 Organise an Oxbridge Ball in Hungary

 Build closer relationship with the
societies of Central and Eastern-Europe:
Ambassadors’ Dinner with the V4
countries

 Promote cooperation between CUHS
and the Cambridge–Szeged Society

 Initiate contacts with societies we
previously had no cooperation with:
organise swaps with African, SouthAmerican or Asian societies

 Improve the efficiency of the committee
by delegating tasks to the relevant
committee members and by organising
3 meetings per term
 Create and distribute stash

 Improve
alumni
relations
by
establishing a CUHS Alumni Club with
separate mailing list and newsletter,
organising Alumni Dinner in Cambridge,
setting up an Alumni Database for
statistics and career contacts

 Improve the transparency of the Society
by making the minutes of the committee
meetings publicly available and creating
an online suggestion box
 Keep the traditions
promising initiatives

and

support

WE HOPE WE EARNED YOUR SUPPORT AND THANKS FOR READING OUR MANIFESTO!
Proposers: Bence Börcsök, Anna Kalmár & Emese Thamó

